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Allianz Call "Can Fraunhofer solve your problem?"

In 2018 the Fraunhofer Additive Manufacturing Alliance addressed the general international public by its call “Can Fraunhofer solve your problem?” to identify current questions or issues from enterprises, which are related to additive manufacturing. The winner should receive a free professional training by the scientists of the Alliance. As a result of all submitted proposals, Green Age Africa, headquartered in Abuja, Nigeria, was selected as the winner. Green Age Africa is specialized in the design, manufacturing and installation of energy efficient solutions and provides comprehensive, environmentally friendly technological solutions. The winners training has been realized by the three Fraunhofer Institutes UMSICHT, IFF and IFAM Dresden and was specially adapted to the questions from Green Age Africa. As a result of this collaboration different fields of application of 3D printing were discussed and it was shown, how the modern and various possibilities of additive manufacturing could be used to support the new technologies of energy production of Green Age Africa cost and time effective.